
Makes all the difference outside. Precisely where you want it to. iHF 3D motion detector, ideal for
facades, carports, parking areas and patios. 160° iHF-sensor with 8 m reach, 3D aerial technology, identifies
and distinguishes between moving objects, no inadvertent triggering any more by small animals, very low or
high temperatures. Detects everything equally well whichever direction it is approached from.

Live life conveniently and save energy too.
More quality of life, more safety and security and more energy saved with intelligent sensor technology from
STEINEL.

Light ON/OFF – automatically.
Highly innovative sensors respond to movements and light levels, automatically and instantly switching the
light ON and OFF again after a preselected time.

High intelligence works with high frequency. The attractively designed iHF 3D motion detector
provides perfect coverage on facades, carports, car parks and patios: no blind spots, no compromises,
no errors. Behind its exterior is an intelligent high-frequency sensor with a 160° coverage angle that misses
no human movement from any direction within a radius of between 0.5 m and 8 m. Doing so, it accurately
distinguishes between human beings and small animals, avoiding inadvertent triggering and unnecessary
energy consumption as a result. STEINEL iHF 3D is not affected by high or low temperatures either – it works
absolutely without error under any condition. Speaking about 3D: the new 3D antenna technology lets you
adjust the STEINEL iHF 3D's detection zone on three axes to suit your needs – with absolute precision, with
absolute perfection. The time setting can also be adjusted exactly as required – from 10 sec. to 15 min.. So
too can the twilight threshold, 2 to 2,000 lx. It memorises ambient brightness automatically in the teach mode.
Like all products from STEINEL PROFESSIONAL, the iHF 3D sensor is synonymous with maximum precision,
reliability and service life. On this we give you a 5-year functional warranty".

Technical specifications iHF 3D Anthracite

European Article Number (EAN) 4007841007591

Dimensions(h x w x d): 125 x 115 x 115 mm

Voltage 120 - 250 V, 50/60 Hz

Sensor type High Frequency

Application Outdoors

Installation Wall

max. output (resistive load,
incandescent lamp) 2000 W

Detection angle 160°, also through glass, wood and
stud walls

Reach 0.5 - 8 m, infinitely variable on 3 axes

Sensor system intelligent high-frequency 5.8 GHz
(transmission power < 1mW)

User-friendly setting capability Teach-in (with optional remote control



RC9)

Response brightness 2-2000 lx

Time setting 10 sec. - 15 min.

Manual override selectable, 4h

IP rating IP54

Protection class II

Temperature range -20-+50 °C

Material UV-resistant plastic

Version Anthracite


